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Startlnp from an idea of Harju and Karhumaki (1991). we prove the decidahility of the equivalence 
problem for partially commutative power series and unambiguous rational sets of the free partially 
commutative monoids. 
I. Introduction and preliminaries 
In this paper we prove some decidability results about rational power series on 
a free partially commutative monoid. In particular, we show that for these series the 
equivalence problem is decidable; nevertheless, the same problem for rational sets of 
the free partially commutative monoid is undecidable in the general case. 
As a consequence of our result. we prove that the equivalence problem for the 
unambiguous rational sets of the free partially commutative monoid is decidable for 
any concurrence relation. A similar result has been obtained in [S] in the particular 
case of a three letters alphabet A = [(I. h.c) and for the concurrence relation 
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0 = : (u. h). ((1. (,) I. Moreo\w. we find that both inclusion and disjointness problems 
remain undecidable for unambiguou.s rational sets. 
In this work u’c use some technique5 Lvhich have been introduced by Harju and 
Karhumaki [ 1 l] for ptxxinp the decidubility of the equivalence problem for determin- 
istic multitape automata. The most important fact they ua is the decidability of the 
cquicalencc problem for recognizable series \vith coctlicients in ;I division ring. In our 
construction MC USC an important result of Duchamp and Krnb on the lower central 
wries of the free partially commutatiw group [7]. 
In what follo\\s. ..I denotes ;I finite alphabet and .4* the free monoid generated by .4. 
The empty word is denoted b! .l. A (‘0/1(‘11/‘1’(‘/1(‘(’ r~,/rrticw 0 is ;I subset of .-i x .4 and 
IJ,, denotes the congrwnce relation of .,I* generutcd by lhc set c‘,, = : (uh. htr) / (0. h)cf)I. 
The quotient :\I (.-1. fj) = .4* [J,, is the fiche ~x”.litr//~. (,c,rl~rlllrtrrtirc rwwoirl associated with 
the concurrence relation I). Similarly. one can delinc the frw /~rr~ic///~, c,or)lrrllr/trfil,c, 
gro~rl~ k.(.J.O) as the quotient of the free grcjup k’( .-I) with respect to congruence of 
E‘( .4 ) generated b! C‘,,. 
.S7‘= 1 i 1 (S. IO(T.1.) 111. 
,,I,~ \, ill! !?I ) 
Moreover. if S is ;I series such that (S. .I)=(). one can define the series S* b) 
We denote b> IC [ ,I/] the subalgebra of /C [ [ ,21]], which consists of all /w/~~wr~~itr/.\ 
over 31 with cocflicient< in IC. ix. those series with finitely many nonxro coetticients. 
The K-algchra K [AI] can be also defined for ;I monoid which is not finitely factored. 
If G is ;I group then K [G] is also called ;I gr~~r~wiry. 
A formal power series SEK [ [ ,If]] : i\ called ,.f,(,(,!/,li_trh/~~ if there exist ;I positive 
integer II. i. ;‘E J’C” and ;I monoid morphism /i : :\I ---) K ‘I * ” such that for any IUE~‘LI one 
has 
(.s./1t)=i/l(/)l);‘. 
uhcre i.;’ arc to bc considered ;IS ;I rob vector and ;I column vector, respectively: 
moreover. the triple (L./c. ;I) is called ;I lirwor. ~ep,‘~,.sc~rlttrtio,~ of rder II. 
The set of recognkuble series is denoted by Rec( K [[A!]] ). The set of ,-trtiorzrrl 
wrks Rat ( k’ [[ill ] ] ) is detined as the smallest subalgebra of /i [ [ .4l]] containing 
K [M] and closed with respect to the star operation. In the sequel, we adopt 
the following equivalent notations: K ((A >> = K [[A*]], K(( A, O>> = K [ [ M( A, @]I, 
K(A)=K[A*], K(A.fl)=K[M(A,H)]. We observe that A* and M(A,H) are 
finitely factored; hence, product and star operation can be considered in K (( A)) and 
K (( A, 0). In this paper we consider formal power series with coefficients in the field 
Q of rational numbers, but all results are true if one considers any (computable) 
division ring. 
Formal power series over the free monoid A* have been extensively studied (cf. [2, 
9, 151) in the context of the theoretical computer science as the natural extension 
of the concept of formal language. Formal power series over the free partially 
commutative free monoid have been considered in [S] and they seem to be the natural 
object for studying multiplicity in trace languages theory. 
2. Preliminary results 
In order to prove our main result we need some preliminary lemmas and 
propositions. 
Proposition 2.1. Lrt K, K’ hr two rings. Then any morphism t/j : K + K’ bus a canonical 
eslension to u morphism t,b’: K<A))+K’((A)) such that Rec(K’((A)))z 
$‘(Rec(K<AB)). 
Proof. Let SERec( K(( A))). Then $‘(S) is defined by 
($‘(S),\\)=$(S,M.), WEA*. 
Since $ is a morphism, the same holds for I,/. Moreover, if S is recognizable then there 
exist i. ;$E K” and a morphism ,D : A*+ Knx ’ such that for any MOE A* 
(s,w)=i~l(\L’);‘. 
We may consider i.‘, ;“E K ” and a morphism ,LL’ : A* + K ” ” defined by j.i = li/( i-i), 
yi=$(yi) for I <i<n, (ll’((d))ij=IC/((p(a))ij)for I <i<n, 1 < j<n and aEA*. Since I/I is 
a morphism, for any rt.~A* one has 
(~‘(S),1~)=~(S,)1.)=~(j.~f()r);‘)=j.’~’(ll’);”, 
and ti’(S) is recognizable. 0 
Definition 2.2. Let A be a finite alphabet, SEQD(( A)) and .Y a letter (_x# A). The series 
S’EQ( A) ((.Y>>, defined by 
(S’,Y)= c (S,u)u, 1130, 
UE A" 
is called the sinyk-rariahle projection of S. 
Clcnrly. for my S. ~EQ(C A >> one has thal S= 7‘if and only if S’= T’. Moreover. the 
recognimbility is preserved. a5 is s(atcd in [he following proposilion. 
Proof, Let >.. ;,E@’ and p : 4” -0” ” such that for any \\‘E ,-I* 
IS. 11,) =Lp(“.);‘. 
We consider L’. ;“EUJ ( .-I j” and p’ : 1.1 ]* +Q (.A )” A “. defined bq’ L’= /.. ;” = ;’ and 
(p’(.Y));,=y-,,, , (~((I));;cI for I <i<u. I ,< ;<)I. Ry induction. one can p-ox that for 
any 111 3 1 
(/l’(_\-“‘)),,= C (p(t()),,u. for I <iGIrl. I S iitt. (2.1) 
II ,,,/ 
For VI = I the qttali(! holds by delinition. Let III> I and s~~pposc that the equali(y is 
true for III I. Thus. for an! i. je[l.rll one has 
II 
I~l’(_\-“‘)),r=(~(‘(.Y’l’ ’ )/I’(.\-)),,= s (/1’(.\.“’ ’ )),hl/1’l.\.))h, 
I,~ I 
By (2.1 ). one can write 
Proof. Let SE Q (( ,-1,>, WC delinc (p’( S ) bl 
011 r/w dc~c~iddG/if,r of t/w ryuiruler~c~ prohltvn 295 
Let S, TEQ (( A >>. Then (p’( S + T) = q’(S) + CJI’( T) follows immediately from the defini- 
tion of Q’. On the other hand, for any m~A4(A,8) one has 
(cp’(ST),m)= c 
,vttJ-‘(ml 
=c 
.\,=fn uey, 
=(cp’(S)cp’( 
c (S.u)( T,r)= 1 (cp’(SLs)(cp’( TLf) 
T), 07). 
If (S,A)=O then, by definition, one has (q’(S), l)=(S,/i)=O. Moreover, 
(ql’(s*),m)= 1 (s*,w)= c 1 (S, UI )...(S, 4) 
N’ E ql ’ (VI) X’E(P-‘(ml LII...uI=u 
= c (q’(S),t,)...(cp’(S), tk)=((q’(S))*,m). q 
I, Il=r,l 
Corollary 2.5. For any’ T6Rat(Q((A,n>>) there exists SERat(QP((A))) such [hut 
q’(S) = T. Moreowr, S cm he qj@c‘rt.tiwl~~ ohrrlinrd ,from T. 
Proof. Suppose that a rational expression E of T is given. Then we can construct 
a rational expression E’ by substituting any meM(A,O) which appears in E with 
a representative \t‘~(p~ ‘(w). If SERat(Q((A))) is the series associated with E’ then 
Proposition 2.4 assures that q’(S)= T. 
3. Decidability results 
In this section, using techniques introduced by Harju and Karhumaki [l l] for 
proving some decidability results about multitape finite automata, we show the 
decidability of the equivalence problem in Rat(Q((A, 0))). The following theorem 
gives an algorithm for testing the equivalence of two series in Rec( K (( A))), when K is 
a subring of a division ring (cf. 19, pp. 143- 1453). 
Theorem 3.1 (Eilenberg equality theorem). Let K he a suhscmiriry of a division ring. 
Let S, TeRec( K (( A >) rd II, tn the dimrnsions of two linrur rrprrsentatiom cfS and T. 
Thrn S = T if rtrd only [I’ S ad T c,oincidr on all words w \vith Iw’I <n + VI. 
The previous theorem is usually proved when K is a subsemiring of a field by using 
simple theorems of linear algebra. But the same arguments are also valid for proving 
the statement when K is contained in a division ring. 
We recall that a group G is called an ortl~d ~JYIU~ if there exists ;I total ordering 
< on G such that for anv /I. q. X. 1’ in G. II < $1 implies .Y/IJ, ,< .xJ~J‘. The following theorem 
has been recently proved by Duchamp and Krob [7]. 
The importance of ordcrcd groups in the study of formal series ih due to the 
following result of Neumann (cf. [ 131 1. 
Proof. .41(.4. I)) is ;I subsemigroup of F(.4. (I); therefore. Q ( .=I. 0) is ;I subscmiring of 
Q[F( A.(1)]. The statement is ;I consequence of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. 
Proof, Let S’. T’EQ(A)((.Y> be the single carinblc projections of S and 71 Bq 
Proposition 2.4. cp’ :Q(( A>+&lr(( .A, (I>> .: 15 ;I ring morphism and also its restriction 
(p’: QD( A+Q( .4.0) is ;I ring morphism. Therefore. by Proposition 2.1. cp’ has 
;I natural extension to ;I morphism q” : \kD ( A ) (<I ,>-62 ( .A. 0) ((.s> which preserves 
the recognizability. By construction. one ha5 
q’(s‘)=q~‘( T) o (/I”( S’)=cp”( 7”). (?.I 1 
BY Proposition 7.3. S’. T’ERec(UJ( .A> ((.Y>>) and. bq Proposition 2.1. 
(p”(S), q”( T’)~Rec(o( A. 0) ((.Y>>). Moreover. the linear representation of q”(S’) 
and cp”( T’) may be effectively constructed from those of S and T. By Theorem 3.1 and 
Corollary 3.4, we can decide whether c,~“(S’)=cp”( T’). Therefore. by (3.1 ). it is 
decidable if q’( S) = q’( T). 
Proof. By Corollary 2.5. WC may effectively construct S,.S,ER~~(Q(( A))) such that 
(p’(S, )= T, and (p’(S?)= T2. By Shtitzcnberger Theorem (cf. [?I). S,,S1~Rcc(U2((A))) 
and two linear representations of S1. .SL can bc constructed. lndecd if P is ;I poly- 
nomial then a linear representation of P can be given. Moreover. if S. TERec(Q< .A ))) 
and ~EQD then we may construct the linear representations of S+ T.ST.kS and S* 
from those of S and T(cf. [9]). By Theorem 3.5, we may decide whether cp’(S,)= cp’(SZ) 
and, consequently, also r, = T,. Cl 
Now we give some applications of the previous results to the theory of trace 
languages. We recall that a truce ltrnyuayr is a subset of the free partially commutative 
monoid M(A,H). These languages have been extensively studied and they were 
introduced by Mazurkiewicz [ 121 as mathematical models for describing the behavi- 
our of concurrent systems. 
Definition 3.7. Let M(A. H) be a free partially commutative monoid. The family 
R(M( A, 0) ) of the rrgular truce laryutugrs is defined as the smallest family of subsets of 
M(A, II) containing the finite sets and closed with respect to the operations of union, 
product and star. 
Many decidability problems have been considered for regular trace languages. 
Bertoni et al. [3] proved that for a transitive concurrence relation 0 the equivalence 
problem in R(M(A, 0)) is decidable. Aalbersbeg and Welzel [l] proved that the only 
case in which this problem is decidable is when H is transitive. Subsequently, many 
undecidable problems have been discovered for trace languages (cf. [6]). 
Now we recall the definition of unambiguous trace languages introduced and 
studied by Bertoni et al. [4] and Sakarovitch [14]. 
Definition 3.8. Let L, N be two trace languages of M(A, 0). The product LN is called 
unurnhiyuous jf(ln~, elrrwnt WE LN cun he 1lrliquel~Jilctoriled us a product m = In with 
IEL and /IEN. The generated submonoid N * is called unumbiyuous if any element 
mEN* 1 can be uniquely factorized as a product n~ = II 1 . nk, with HiE N for 1 <i < k. 
The union Lu N is urzun~hi~~uous if L n N is empty. 
Definition 3.9. The family UR (M ( A, 0) ) of the unambiguous recgulur truce lunguayes is 
defined as the smallest family of subsets of A4(A, 0) containing the finite sets and closed 
with respect to the unambiguous operations of union, product and star. 
The decidability of the equivalence problem in UR(M(A, 0)) has been proved in the 
particular case when A = :(I, h, C) and (I= : (u, h), (II, c)) [S]. We can prove the following 
more general result. 
Theorem 3.10. For anJ ,jinitr ulphabet A untl concurwnw relation 8, the equivalence 
problem is decidable in UR ( A4 (A. (1)). 
Proof. For any subset L of M(A, N) we denote by C(L)EQ<A,H)) the characteristic 
series of L, i.e. (C(L),nz)= I if IHEI!_ and (C(L),m)=O if m$L. Let L,N be two trace 
languages. If LN, Lu N and L* are unambiguous, then it immediately follows that 
C(LN)=C(L)C(N). C(LuN)=C(L)+C(N) 
and if l&L 
From this it is easy to see that the characteristic series of an unambiguous regular 
trace language is ;I rational series. Moreover. for any L. N:EIJR(AJ(A. 0)) one has 
L = !V .Ca (‘( LJ = (‘( 1°C’ ). 
Bl Theorem 3.6. wc can decide if C(L) = (‘( :V) and the same holds for I. = A’. 
IJsing the s;ttne techniques. up to simple moditications. one can prove rhc following 
proposition. 
Since the incluston and dis.iointness problems are undecidable for multitape deter- 
ministic automata (cf. [IO] 1. \YC have the following proposition. 
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